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Abstract

The world-wide �nancial crisis of 2007 to 2009 caused bankruptcy and

bank failures in the US and many other parts such as Europe. Recent empir-

ical evidence suggests that this simultaneous drop in output was strongest in

countries with greater �nancial ties to the US economy with important cross

border deposit and lending. This paper develops a two-country framework to

allow for banking structures within an international real business cycle model.

The banking structure across countries is modelled using the production ap-

proach to �nancial intermediation. We allow both countries�banks to be able

to take deposits both locally and internationally. We analyze the transmis-

sion mechanism of both goods and banking sector productivity shocks. We

show that goods total factor productivity (TFP) and bank TFP have di¤erent

e¤ects on the �nance premium. Most countries have shown procyclic equity

premium over their histories but with evidence that these are countercyclic

during the Great Recession especially. The model has the ability to explain

the countercyclical movements of credit spreads during major recession and

�nancial crisis when goods TFP also a¤ects banking productivity. This we

model as a cross correlation of shocks to replicate the recent events during the

crisis period. Importantly, the model can also explain business cycles facts

and the countercyclical behaviour of the trade balance.
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1 Introduction

The main idea of analyzing the role of banks in the transmissin of shocks to economies
is due to the fact that the synchronized drop in output following the recent �nancial
crisis was strongest in countries with greater �nancial ties to each other. This pa-
per thus develops a two-country framework to allow for banking structures within
a standard international real business cycle model. The banking structure across
countries is modelled using the production approach to �nancial intermediation and
is modelled in such a way that the banks collect deposits from households and make
loans to �rms. To allow for international �nancial links, we allow banks to be able
collect both local and international deposits. We then investigate the impact follow-
ing both a goods and a banking sector productivity shocks and the extent to which
these a¤ect both the local and international transmission of these shocks. We �nd
that, �rstly, goods total factor productivity (TFP) and bank TFP have di¤erent
e¤ects on the �nance premium with goods TFP having a procyclical e¤ect on the
credit spread due to its accompanying increase in the marginal poduct of capital
whereas a positive banking productivity shock will decrease the credit spread given
its bene�cial e¤ect on banking cost. Most countries have shown procyclic equity
premium over their histories but with evidence that these are countercyclic during
the Great Recession and during episodes of �nancial crisis. Hence the model has the
ability of explaining such evidence. Furthermore, we show that a cross correlation
of goods and banking sector�s shocks which could be re�ective of major recession
and �nancial crisis has the ability to explain the countercyclical movements of credit
spreads. The model is also able to explain one of the key facts in open economy
macroeconomics, namely that while on average consumption, investment, exports,
and imports are all positively correlated with output, by contrast, the trade balance,
the trade-balance-to-output ratio, the current account, and the current-account-to-
output ratio are all countercyclical. This means that countries tend to import more
than they export during booms and to export more than they import during reces-
sions. This we explain by the presence of the banking sector that allows for bigger
domestic absorption following an income increase due to the higher demand for loan
and hence deposit.

There are many ways to model �nancial intermediation and the costly aspect of it.
Intermediation creates a friction between savings and loans. For instance, collateral
constraint play such key role in Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), Bernanke, Gertler and
Gilchrist (1999) use the costly state veri�cation aspect of Townsend (1979) to develop
a �nancial accelerator model, Kiyotaki and Gertler (2012) develop a costly enforce-
ment of contract model using the maturity mismatch of bank runs as in Diamond
and Dybvig (1983) and costly banking drives the credit spread in the production
approach to �nancial intermediation as shown by Sealey and Lindley (1977), Clark
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(1984), Hancock (1985), Matthews and Thompson (2008) and Gillman (2011). In
many of these models, the credit spread plays a key role in re�ecting the distortion
in the allocation of funds on loans.

There is a large literature on the role of �nancial integration in the international
transmission of real and monetary shocks. For example Heathcote and Perri (2002),
Benigno and Thoenissen (2008), Corsetti et al. (2008) and Thoenissen (2011) focus
on the role of �nancial asset market structure and relative price movements in the
international transmission of supply shocks and Chari, Kehoe and McGrattan (2002)
for instance look at monetary factors in explaining real exchange rate �uctuations.
Furthermore, the literature on �nancially integrated economies has proliferated post
2007 �nancial crisis with the urge to use explicit �nancial intermediaries in these
models, amongst them Faia (2007, 2010), Kollmann et al. (2011), Kalemli-Ozcan et
al. (2012), Dedola and Lombardo (2012), Ueda (2012) and Gamber and Thoenissen
(2013). Recently a large literature has emerged using these aspects to also address
issues of unconvential monetary policy, viz., Le et al. (2013).

Our approach to bank, or �nancial intermediary is speci�ed slightly di¤erently and
follows from a quite extensive literature. Many partial equilibrium approaches to
banking have been used, typically specifying a convex cost function in order to get
an upward sloping marginal cost of banking (eg., Berk and Green, 2004, Wang et
al., 2009). A way to get a general equilibrium solution is to follow the banking
microeconomic literature (see Inklaar and Wang, 2013). Sealey and Lindley (1977)
speci�ed a production function for �nancial intermediation services, followed by a
particular constant-returns-to-scale (CRS) function by Clark (1984). Clark made
labor and capital inputs but also crucially a third factor, the amount of deposited
funds. These deposits can be thought of as �nancial capital rather than physical
capital. Hancock (1985) estimated the Clark function and found that data sup-
ported its particular CRS speci�cation in labor, capital and deposits. Since then,
this function has been at the basis of standard banking estimated functions, and it
is known as the "�nancial intermediation approach" to modeling banking. This type
of modelling for the bank has been well documented in the literature by for instance,
Matthews and Thompson (2008) and popularised in dynamic macro models by Gill-
man (2011). We thus develop a two-country model using the production approach
to �nancial intermediation, furthermore, we allow banks in respective economies to
be able to collect both local and international deposits, hence in�uencing the net
foreign asset positions of economies.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the existing
empirical literature on the credit spread and economic activities with a focus on
the US and provides some statistical evidence. Section 3 sets out our model, dis-
cussing the decentralised problems of the consumer, the bank and the �rm. Section
4 provides the calibration of the model�s deep parameters and driving forces and ex-
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amines the international transmission mechanism using impulse response functions
and Section 5 concludes.

2 An Overview of the Evidence

In this present section we start by summarizing the existing evidence on credit spread
and business cycle �uctuations and provide some evidence of our own. The focus
on credit spreads is motivated, in part, by theories of �nancial market frictions that
emphasize linkages between the quality of borrowers�balance sheets and their access
to external �nance. In most of these models, a deterioration in the capital position of
the corporate sector following an economic downturn for instance leads to an increase
in the cost of debt �nance, i.e., the widening of credit spreads and a subsequent
reduction in spending and production. This is in for instance the well known model
of the �nancial accelerator of Bernanke et al. (1996) and the main prediction of
these models is that the credit spreads react countercyclically. Empirically, the
credit spreads have been shown to be good predictors of economic activity as shown
in seminal papers by Stock and Watson (1989), Friedman and Kuttner (1992a,b),
Bernanke (1990), and Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993) and more recently in
Philippon (2009) and Gilchrist and Zakraj�ek (2012) for instance. They basically
con�rm the fact that academics, business economists, and policymakers have long
relied on credit spreads to gauge the degree of strains in the �nancial system by
showing the ability of the bond market to signal accurately a decline in economic
fundamentals prior to a cyclical downturn.

The overwhelming evidence as in for instance Friedman and Kuttner (1992a) and
Gilchrist and Zakraj�ek (2012) shows that credit spreads widen during deep reces-
sions and are countercyclic. However over the histories of economies, such as the
US for instance, Benjamin and Kuttner (1992b) in their extensive statistics, show
that the covariance between output and the credit spread is positive.1 We replicate
these two evidences with more recent data showing the countercyclical behaviour of
the credit spreads during major recessions and the Great Recession with however
procyclic equity premium over most of their histories. These facts we also explain
with the use of a model that has the ability to explain the countercyclical movements
of credit spreads during major recession and �nancial crisis but also the procyclic
movement in credit spreads during normal times. The main essence of our model
is that goods total factor productivity (TFP) and bank TFP have di¤erent e¤ects
on the �nance premium. Basically an increase in output due to a goods total factor

1See Table 5.2 to 5.4 of their paper that provides extensive regression of output on credit spreads
among other variabls. These results are updated from their (1992a) paper.
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productivity increase also calls for an increase in the demand for loans and hence
an upward movement in the supply (cost) function of loan and hence causing an
increase in the �nance premium. On the other hand, an increase in the banking
sector�s productivity lowers the cost of the bank and hence causes a fall in the credit
spread. Hence the model has the ability to explain the countercyclical movements
of credit spreads during major recession and �nancial crisis when goods TFP also
a¤ects banking productivity. This we model as a cross correlation of shocks to
replicate the recent events during the crisis period.

The data comprise monthly observations obtained from the study of Gilchrist and
Zakraj�ek (2012) who use the proprietary data on the corporate bond market pur-
chased by the Federal Reserve Board over the 1973�2010 period. For the credit
spreads measures, we use two widely used default-risk indicators such as the �paper
bill� spread and the standard Baa�Aaa corporate bond credit spread. On top of
that, we also use the Gilchrist and Zakraj�ek (2012) construction of a new credit
spread index� the �GZ credit spread�� that has considerable predictive power for
economic activity. This spread is constructed using the average (cross-sectional)
credit spread on senior unsecured corporate bonds issued by non�nancial �rms mea-
suring essentially the borrowing costs of di¤erent �rms at the same point in their
capital structure in their sample (in percentage points). To compute the spread,
they use a hypothetical Treasury security with exactly the same cash �ows as the
underlying corporate bond. As a measure of business cycle, we use the manufactur-
ing industrial production index (2007=100), using the HP �lter as a measure of the
trend.2 Business cycles are then computed as the log di¤erence between the index
and the trend.

We �rst plot the three credit spreads with the NBER-dated recessions in Figures 1,
2 and 3. The �gures show the countercyclical behaviour of the credit spreads mainly
during deep recessionary times such as the Great Recession.

Table 1 provides some statistics showing the behaviour of the credit spreads. As the
table shows, the spread is typically wider not just during but also immediately prior
to recessions, in line with the results of Friedman and Kuttner (1992a,b) among
others.

In Table 2, we provide partial regression coe¢ cients of these pair-wise relationships
where we select the twelfth lagged values of the credit spread given that one year
captures the most interesting predictive ability of this variable to forecast economic

2We have also conducted these studies using data set containing the quarterly time series used
in the analysis and the results are qualitatively the same and can be obtained upon request from
the authors.
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Figure 1: CP-Bill spread and NBER-dated recessions
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Figure 2: BAAAAA spread and NBER-dated recessions
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Figure 3: GZ spread and NBER-dated recessions

CP-Bill (%) Baa�Aaa (%) GZ (%) Observations
Mean over 1973:1 �2010:10 period 0.69 1.12 1.59 453
Mean during recessions 1.10 1.57 2.53 69
Mean excluding recessions 0.61 1.03 1.41 384
Mean 1-6 months prior to recession 1.07 1.10 1.53 30

Note: Observations are based on Gilchrist and Zakraj�ek (2012).

Table 1: Cyclical Behavior of the Credit Spreads
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�Yt = � � Credit Spreadt�12 + "t
Including recessions Excluding recessions

Parameter CP-Bill Baa-Aaa GZ CP-Bill Baa-Aaa GZ
� -0.41 -0.21 -0.21 0.30 0.28 0.15

(0.001) (0.04) (0.002) (0.006) (0.001) (0.014)
Notes: Figures in brackets are p-values.

Table 2: In-sample estimates of relationship between HP-�ltered business cycles and
credit spreads

activities. We have also tried with 3, 6 and 9 lagged values of the credit spread
and the results do not di¤er qualitatively. Interestingly, one can note that once
the deep recessionary periods are removed from the sample, credit spread displays
procyclic behaviour. The latter positive covariance have been shown to be stable
even after inclusion of other variables such as interest rates or growth of the monetary
aggregates, together with lags of the dependent variables as in Friedman and Kuttner
(1992a).3

Earlier, we mention that the model is able to explain the observed countercyclicality
of the trade balance, the current account and the current-account-to-output ratio
as documented by Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2015) for instance. Two features in
dynamic macro models of the open economy are important for making this predic-
tion possible. First, productivity shocks must be su¢ ciently persistent so that the
household does not need to save part of the current increase in output to smooth
consumption and secondly, capital adjustment costs must not be too strong so that
domestic absorption is big enough. In this paper, the presence of the banking sector
helps to explain the countercyclicality of the trade balance and the current account
due to the fact that following an increase in banking productivity, loan, deposit and
capital increase to provide amplitude to domestic absorption. There is also an ac-
companying terms of trade and real exchange rate depreciation following a current
account de�cit, as usually found in factual data.

3 The Model

We model the world economy within an optimizing two-country international busi-
ness cycle model. The world economy is composed of two countries, the domestic

3We restrict our empirical study to these two variables in this paper since inclusion of other
variables together with system estimation such as VAR have largely been documented in the
literature, viz., Friedman and Kuttner (1992a) among others.
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and the foreign economy, and labeled H and F respectively. The mass of world pop-
ulation is normalized to 1. Country H households lie on the interval [0; n], where
0 < n < 1, while the population on the segment (n; 1] belongs to country F. More-
over variables with an asterisk correspond to the foreign economy. Departing from
the standard two-country version found in the literature, a competitive banking sec-
tor that stands in between households and goods producers is introduced. Each
representative bank combines bank liabilities together with other factor inputs in
a costly �nancial intermediation fashion to make loans to goods producers. Since
each bank are allowed to take deposits both locally and internationally, these banks
also occupy foreign asset position. The dynamics of the model are driven by aggre-
gate shocks in the goods producing sector. We then let the banking productivity
shock react to goods sector productivity shock, the idea here is that the banks have
idiosyncratic risk that they can insure against, but they are not so able to insure
when there is correlation of the bank productivity shock with the goods sector pro-
ductivity shock. As the de�nitions of systemic risk seem to be about the aggregate
productivity shock, this correlation will hopefully allow us to capture the aggregate
risk impact on the economy.

3.1 Household

Financial intermediation is needed when the consumer cannot directly take savings
and turn them into investment of capital. Assume this is the case, that the consumer
now cannot invest directly in capital for renting to the �rm or in �nancial markets
and instead must invest through the bank. We assume that there are two deposits
traded internationally: one is denominated in the consumption index of country
H and the other in the consumption index of country F . Denote deposit of the
domestic household in country H to country H bank as dH;t (and deposit of the
of the (foreign) household in country F to country F bank as d�F;t). Furthermore,
let d�HF;t represents deposit of the domestic household in country H to country F
bank (and likewise dFH;t represents deposit of the (foreign) household in country
F to country H bank). Note that a d� represents deposits denominated in the
consumption index of country F .

To do this the domestic consumer deposits dH;t into the domestic bank and receives
a return of (1 +Rd;t) dH;t; where Rd;t is the dividend return. The consumer owns
the bank so the total dividends received are Rd;tdH;t, which are the pro�t of the
bank. This dividend is equivalent to interest earned on the dividends. The only
di¤erence is the ownership structure. Here the consumer is assumed to own the
bank and receives the pro�t. Alternately it could be assumed that the consumer
rents capital to the bank in the form of deposits dH;t and receives the deposits back
next period plus the rental cost in the form of interest income; this interest would
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be equal to Rd;tdH;t. With the ownership assumption, the way it works is that the
consumer gets one share of ownership with each dollar deposited. The price of the
share is �xed at one, but variable pro�ts still can result. These are given back to
the consumer as dividends per unit of deposited funds, with the dividend rate per
unit of deposits Rd;t. By paying out all pro�ts as these dividends the bank earns no
extra pro�t; pro�t is zero after paying out dividends. The domestic consumer also
deposits d�HF;t into the foreign bank and receives a return of

�
1 +R�d;t

�
d�HF;t, where

R�d;t is the dividend return.

The framework modi�es the baseline dynamic neoclassical model, in which the con-
sumer invests directly in physical capital. The only di¤erence is that now the invest-
ment takes the form of choosing dH;t+1 and d�HF;t+1, the new deposits to make for
next period, while receiving (1 +Rd;t) dH;t and

�
1 +R�d;t

�
d�HF;t in the current period

as the return of the deposited funds along with the dividends earned.

The consumer allocates time between working in the goods production sector, lG;t (G
subscripts for Goods); in the bank sector, lF;t (F subscripts for Financial Market);
and taking leisure xt: The allocation of time constraint with a time endowment of
one is :

lG;t + lF;t + xt = 1 (1)

where lG;t + lF;t = lt (2)

Recursive utility is a natural log function of goods Ct and leisure xt; with � � 0;

and the "state" variable dt and d�HF;t:

V
�
dH;t; d

�
HF;t

�
= Max

Ct;xt;dH;t+1;d
�
HF;t+1

lnCt + � lnxt + �V
�
dH;t+1; d

�
HF;t+1

�
: (3)

Consumption is equal to wage income, which with wt (the real wage expressed in
terms of the consumption bundle wt � Wt=PC;t) plus the dividend income Rd;tdH;t+
R�d;td

�
HF;tQt is added to the labor income, and the net increase invested in deposits

at the bank, of (dH;t+1 � dH;t) + (d�HF;t+1 � d�HF;t)Qt, where the consumption based
real exchange rate in our model is de�ned as Qt =

P �C;t
PC;t
. �B

2
(QtdH;t+1)

2 is a portfolio
adjustment cost on the foreign asset/debt which generates a country premium when
lending/borrowing externally.4 This makes consumption being equal to income mi-

4This assumtion is deemed necessary to close open economy models, see Schmitt-Grohe and
Uribe (2003) for an extensive presentation and solutions. Without country premium, the debt
dynamic is not stationnary because of an unit root.
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nus investment, in the form of the budget constraint

Ct = wt (1� xt) +Rd;tdH;t +R�d;td�HF;tQt � (dH;t+1 � dH;t)� (d�HF;t+1 � d�HF;t)Qt(4)

��B
2

�
Qtd

�
HF;t+1

�2
. (5)

Ct = wt (1� xt) + (1 +Rd;t)dH;t + (1 +R�d;t)d�HF;tQt � dH;t+1 � d�HF;t+1Qt (6)

��B
2

�
Qtd

�
HF;t+1

�2
. (7)

On the Bellman Equation, we now apply the standard Langrangian method by
creating the Lagrange multiplier �t which is the shadow value of the constrained
variable Ct:

Max
Ct;xt;dH;t+1;d

�
HF;t+1

L = lnCt + � lnxt + �EtV
�
dH;t+1; d

�
HF;t+1

�
+ (8)

�t

24 wt (1� xt) + (1 +Rd;t)dH;t + (1 +R�d;t)d�HF;tQt � dH;t+1 � d�HF;t+1Qt
��B

2

�
Qtd

�
HF;t+1

�2 � Ct
35

The �rst order equilibrium conditions for labor lt and deposits dH;t+1 are respectively

�Ct
xt

= wt (9)

1

Ct
= �

@EtV
�
dH;t+1; d

�
HF;t+1

�
@dH;t+1

; (10)

and the envelope condition is

@V
�
dH;t; d

�
HF;t

�
@dH;t

=
1

Ct
(1 +Rd;t) : (11)

The last two conditions imply that the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution
is given by

(1 +Rd;t) = Et
1

�

�
Ct+1
Ct

�
(12)
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The �rst order equilibrium conditions for d�HF;t+1 is

�tQt
�
1 + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

�
= �

@EtV
�
dH;t+1; d

�
HF;t+1

�
@dH;t+1

; (13)

and the envelope condition is

@V
�
dH;t; d

�
HF;t

�
@d�HF;t

= �tQt
�
1 +R�d;t

�
: (14)

Bring forward time index in envelope condition and then substitute in equilibrium
condition equation (13)

�tQt
�
1 + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

��
1 +R�d;t

� = �Et�t+1Qt+1 (15)

Substituting equation (12) in equation (15) yields the uncovered interest parity
condition in real terms

 
1 +Rd;t
1 +R�d;t

!�
1 + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

�
= Et

�
Qt+1
Qt

�
. (16)

In logs this yields

Rd;t = R
�
d;t + logEt

�
Qt+1
Qt

�
� �BQtd�HF;t+1. (17)

Thus the expected change in the real exchange rate is driven by the di¤erence be-
tween the home and the foreign interest rate adjusted by the country risk because of
freedom to move deposits in and out into global �nancial markets in deposits. There
is an analogous optimal labour supply and intertemporal consumption allocation for
the foreign household.

International risk sharing. One implication under complete markets that assume
that agents can trade Arrow-Debreu claims on international assets have implied
that the ex-post marginal rates of substitution in consumption should be equalized
for residents in di¤erent countries. Under the assumption of isoelastic and separable
utility, these models imply that consumption growth rates should be equalized across
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countries and under identical initial consumption levels, consumption are basically
equal across countries. This implication has been dramatically rejected by the data
and is also as known the Backus and Smith (1993) puzzle which is the lack of
correlation between growth rates of relative consumption and the growth rate of the
real exchange rate.

Starting from these premises, recent theoretical papers that have attempted to ex-
plain such puzzle that has been termed as the �consumption-real exchange rate
anomaly�have either assumed an incomplete �nancial market structure as a neces-
sary condition for explaining the observed evidence such as in Chari et al. (2002)
where domestic and foreign agents are only allowed to trade in a non state-contingent
nominal bond, other papers have used both incomplete asset markets in the form
of having risk free bond traded together with other features such as nontradables
or there are also explanations based on allowing home-bias toward home-produced
intermediate or �nal goods together with explanations based on consumer currency
pricing. All these in an attempt to show how the consumption-based real exchange
rate deviates from purchasing power parity (PPP). In our study, we follow Gamber
and Thoenissen (2011) for instance in assuming that there is heterogeneity in the
consumption basket (i.e.,  6= �) might lead to the real exchange rate deviating
from PPP on top of the fact that in our model, the two agents can invest in deposits
across countries.

To derive imperfect risk sharing, notice that the home country representative agent
Euler equation is given by the following

�Et

�
Ct+1
Ct

��1
=

1

(1 +Rd;t)
(18)

and the foreign country analogue is

�E�t

�
C�t+1
C�t

��1
=

1�
1 +R�d;t

� (19)

Under international tradability of assets (here deposits), which also means that UIP
condition in real term holds, then
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�E�t

�
C�t+1
C�t

��1
=

1�
1 +R�d;t

� (20)

�E�t

�
C�t+1
C�t

��1
=

�
1

1 +Rd;t

�
(21) 

1�
1 + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

�!Et�Qt+1
Qt

�
(22)

�E�t

(�
C�t+1
C�t

��1�
Qt
Qt+1

��
1 + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

�)
=

�
1

1 +Rd;t

�
(23)

Assuming that expectations are similar across countries (E�t = Et), we have

�Et

(�
C�t+1
C�t

��1�
Qt
Qt+1

��
1 + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

�)
= �Et

�
Ct+1
Ct

��1
(24)

Using the notation u0(c) to denote marginal utility and the fact that the real ex-
change rate deviates from PPP under heterogeneity of consumption baskets so that
Qt =

P �C;t
PC;t
, the above equation can be put in the following form

Et

( 
u
0
(Ct+1)

u0 (Ct)
=
u
0 �
C�t+1

�
u0 (C�t )

!)
= Et

�
Qt
Qt+1

��
1 + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

�
(25)

Log-linearizing, that gives us

Et(Q̂t+1�Q̂t) = Et
�
(u

0
�
Ĉ�t+1

�
� u0

�
Ĉt+1

�
)� (u0

�
Ĉ�t

�
� u0

�
Ĉt

�
) + �BQtd

�
HF;t+1

�
(26)

which shows that movements in the real exchange rate, de�ned as Qt =
P �C;t
PC;t

are
related to movements in the relative marginal utilities of consumption and the coun-
try�s risk via the the standard international risk sharing condition under incomplete
markets. Hence under incomplete markets the relation between real exchange rates
and consumption growth holds in expected �rst di¤erences and this weakens the
relation between consumption growth across countries and the real exchange rate.
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3.2 Demand Aggregation

Let Xt be the �nal good in the domestic country which is obtained by aggregating
over intermediate home produced goods XH;t and imported intermediate goods XF;t.
The �nal good Xt is linearly allocated to household�s consumption demand and
to investment It. This composite utility index can be represented as a constant
elasticity of substitution (CES) speci�cation

Xt =
h

1
� (XH;t)

��1
� + (1� )

1
� (XF;t)

��1
�

i �
��1
, (27)

where � is the elasticity of substitution between H and F goods and 1� represents
the share of foreign (imported) intermediate goods in the domestic basket, and is
therefore a natural measure of the degree of openness. As  goes to 1, the home
economy becomes closed.

The households and �rms in each period maximises this composite utility index
given total real expenditure amount PC;tZt has been chosen, with respect to its
components, XH;t and XF;t subject to

PC;tZt � PH;tXH;t + PF;tXF;t, (28)

where PH;t is the domestic price level and PF;t is the foreign price level. Although we
have three prices in the domestic economy, there are only two that are independent
in a real economy, since prices are not denominated in terms of a currency as in
a nominal economy. For instance, Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (1996) have all the prices
expressed in terms of the foreign good, which is taken to be the numeraire in a real
economy. In this paper, we could therefore set the third price to unity. However
it is more instructive if we do not add this restriction at this stage. We form
the Lagrangean by treating the �nal good as the numeraire so that all prices are
expressed relative to the general price level PC;t

Max
XH;t;XF;t

L =
h

1
� (XH;t)

��1
� + (1� )

1
� (XF;t)

��1
�

i �
��1
+�

�
Zt �

PH;t
PC;t

XH;t �
PF;t
PC;t

XF;t

�
(29)

From the conditions for @L=@XH;t and @L=@XF;t, we obtain the relative consumption
of H and F goods as a function of their relative price, the terms of trade PF;t

PH;t
:
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XH;t

XF;t

=


1� 

�
PF;t
PH;t

��
(30)

Thus an increase in the relative price ofH good reduces their consumption relative to
the F good. As the elasticity of substitution � �! 0, H and F goods are consumed
in �xed proportions, and as � �! 1, H and F goods become perfect substitutes,
the relative price becomes a �xed proportion.

The optimal demand allocation across home and imported intermediate goods for a
given level of Xt gives the demand equations (which are obtained by combining the
above expenditure switching equation with the budget constraint)

XH;t = 

�
PH;t
PC;t

���
Xt (31)

XF;t = (1� )
�
PF;t
PC;t

���
Xt (32)

Thus, the share of home (foreign) produced goods in total demand decreases as the
relative price of the H good increases; the size of the response increases with the
substitutability of the H good for the F good.

From the optimality conditions, the consumption price index PC;t which measures
the least expenditure of foreign goods that buys a unit of the consumption index, on
which period utility depends, is given as follows (which is obtained by substituting
the individual demand functions into the consumption index and solving for the
price level):

PC;t =
�
(PH;t)

1�� + (1� )(PF;t)1��
� 1
1�� (33)

where the general price level is a function of H and F goods�prices. If instead
the home good was chosen as the numeraire as in Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (1996)
so that the home good price was set to unity, then by dividing the above equa-
tion by PH;t, one obtains the general price in line with the terms of trade PC;t =

[ + (1� )(~pt)1��]
1

1�� , whereby ~pt is the terms of trade, i.e., the relative price of the
F good in terms of the H good. There is a symmetric optimal demand allocation
across home and foreign goods for the foreign country, together with the foreign
country price index.
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3.3 Bank Maximization Problem

There is one bank residing in each country. These two banks in the world economy
take deposits both locally and internationally as suggested above and in Kollman
et al. (2011) for instance, and make local loans. We also note that since house-
holds across domestic and foreign countries can lend their deposits to either country
depending on the demand for capital investment, this e¤ectively allows for interna-
tional capital �ows. With our de�nition of deposits above in place, let total deposits
in the home and foreign banks be given by d̂t � dH;t + dFH;t and d̂�t � d�F;t + d�HF;t
respectively. Note that dFH;t are de�ned as deposits that the country H bank takes
from country F household and lends to country H �rm, thereby increasing country
H capital stock and d�HF;t are de�ned as deposits that the country F bank takes
from country H household and lends to country F �rm. If dFH;t > 0, then in a
two-country model it must be that d�HF;tQt is the negative of dFH;t.

In autarky, the capital in the home country kt = qt = dt and the analogue for the
foreign country is k�t = q

�
t = d

�
F;t. In the context of capital �ows across countries,

we instead have kt = qt = dH;t + dFH;t and k�t = q
�
t = d

�
F;t + d

�
HF;t. In addition,

the banks�balance sheet across the two countries are as follows following no capital
reserves requirements.5

Assets Liabilities

qt dH;t

dFH;t

qt d̂t

HOME BANK

Assets Liabilities

q�t d�F;t

d�HF;t

q�t d̂�t

FOREIGN BANK

Then the production of loans by the home country�s bank is subject to the �nancial
intermediation CRS technology that requires labor from the representative agent
lF;t and total savings deposits d̂t. With AF;t representing the home banking sector�s
productivity process later to be de�ned and � 2 [0; 1] ; the total loans o¤ered by the
home bank is

5With capital reserves (hat can also be invested in the risk free government bond, this would
yield an adhoc setting of qt

d̂t
< 1 and ( q

�
t

d̂�t
< 1).
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qt = AF;t(lF;t)
�(dH;t + dFH;t)

1��; (34)

= AF;t(lF;t)
�(d̂t)

1��; (35)
qt

d̂t
= AF;t

�
lF;t

d̂t

��
. (36)

The production function for the �nancial intermediary, or bank, service is that the
loans qt are produced using the deposited funds d̂t and the labor lF;t, via a Cobb-
Douglas production function, just as is used for the production of the consumption
good. Here the productivity parameter is AF;t � 0 (we later specify a functional
form for AF;t).

Now, it is very easy to see what this production function means by taking the case
when � goes towards 0: At � = 0; the function becomes simply

qt = AF;td̂t. (37)

In this case only deposits are used and no labour is necessary. Further if AF;t = 1
(assumed a constant for simplicity); then

qt = d̂t; (38)

and the amount of deposits put in the bank are what get paid out as the output
of the bank. As shown in Gillman (2011), if we were operating in a setup whereby
the �nancial intermediary provides insurance across states of nature, this would also
be a case of actuarily fair odd price for insurance. This is worth mentioning since
if there are costs, then the transferring of funds across time, distance, or states of
nature requires that some lesser amount of funds than what was deposited will be
available after the transfer. Hence costly banking also takes us away from actuarially
fair insurance price.

With Rq;t and Rd;t denoting respectively the interest rate on loans paid by the
goods producer and deposits of households. The home bank time t pro�t, denoted
by �F;t, is the net revenue of net loan increases plus net deposit increases, or �qt+1+
(1 +Rq;t) qt + d̂t+1 � d̂t (1 +Rd;t), minus the labor cost wtlF;t.

This makes the pro�t ex-dividends equal to zero, and it is given by the time t
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function �F;t:

�F;t = �qt+1 + (1 +Rq;t) qt + (dH;t+1 + dFH;t+1)� (dH;t + dFH;t) (1 +Rd;t)� wtlF;t
= �qt+1 + (1 +Rq;t) qt + d̂t+1 � d̂t (1 +Rd;t)� wtlF;t

This pro�t �F;t is maximised subject to the production technology in equation (34).

The dynamic home bank problem in recursive form is

�F

�
qt; d̂t

�
= Max

qt+1;d̂t+1;lF;t

(39)n
�qt+1 + qt (1 +Rq;t) + d̂t+1 � d̂t (1 +Rd;t)� wtlF;t

��t
h
qt � AF;t(lF;t)�(d̂t)1��

i
+ zt�F

�
qt+1; d̂t+1

�o

whereby �t has the interpretation of the shadow or marginal cost of output of loans
qt and zt represent the discount factor in the bank problem.

The equilibrium conditions gives that the ratio of the factor products equal the ratio
of the factor costs:

h
1� (1� �)AF;t

�
lF;t

d̂t

��i
�AF;t

�
lF;t

d̂t

��1�1 =
Rq;t �Rd;t

wt
(40)

A particular equilibrium exists under the assumption of no capital reserve require-
ments and a balance sheet constraint that the change in loans is equal to the change
in deposits qt+1�qt = d̂t+1�d̂t, all deposits get turned into loans such that qtd̂t = 1; and
lF;t

d̂t
= 1

(AF;t)
1
�
. This gives the loan rate as a competitive equilibrium cost mark-up

from the endogenous dividend rate Rd;t:

Rq;t �Rd;t =
wt

(AF;t)
1
�

: (41)

The labour demand in the �nancial market:
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�AF;t

�
lF;t

d̂t

���1
=
wt
Rq;t

; (42)

We have the following loan supply function relating relative loan to deposit ratio qt
d̂t

as a function of the loan rate Rq;t :

Rq;t =
wt

� (AFt)
1
�

�
q̂t
dt

� 1��
�

(43)

A symmetric set of equations exists for the foreign bank.

3.4 Goods Producer Problem

Intermediate good yt is produced using capital borrowed from the bank and
labour. Intermdiate good is used for consumption and investment in both home
and foreign economies. With Rq;t the price of loans from the bank to the �rm and
Ph;t (i.e., Ph;t =

PH;t
PC;t
) denoting the price of the home-produced intermediate good

relative to the home consumption good, the goods producer time t pro�t denoted
by �t; is given by

�t = Ph;tyt � wtlG;t � kt+1 + kt (1� �k) (44)

+qt+1 � qt (1 +Rq;t) (45)

subject to the production constraint yt = AG;t(lG;t)(kt)1�and the constraint that
new investment in capital is paid for by new loans from the bank:

it = kt+1 � kt = qt+1 � qt (46)

This being in place from the beginning of time, say at time t = 0; it implies that
the capital stock kdt equals the outstanding loans q̂t, so that

kt = qt. (47)
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With this substituted into the goods producer maximization problem, it reduces to
a static problem, rather than a dynamic one, given by

Max
lG;t;kt

: �t = Ph;tAG;t(lG;t)
(kt)

1� � wtlG;t � kdt (Rq;t + �k) : (48)

The marginal product of capital then just equals the loan interest rate Rq;t plus the
depreciation rate �k :

Ph;t (1� )AGt
�
lG;t
kt

�
= Rq;t + �k; (49)

while the marginal product of labor equals the real wage

Ph;tAG;t

�
lG;t
kt

��1
= wt (50)

A set of symmetric equations exist for the foreign economy.

3.5 Market clearing, current account and net foreign assets

Market clearing for domestic intermediate good must satisfy:

yt = XH;t +X
�
H;t (51)

Market clearing for foreign varieties holds symmetrically for the foreign country.
Market clearing in the �nal good sector in both countries implies:

Xt = Ct + It and X�
t = C

�
t + I

�
t . (52)

The dynamics of the net foreign asset position of the domestic and foreign economies
are derived by consolidating the household�s budget constraints. The household
owns both the goods producer and the bank and receives any residual pro�ts from
these two sectors. Adding these pro�ts to the household�s consolidated budget
constraint yields:

Ph;tYt �Xt +R
�
d;td

�
HF;tQt = Qt(d

�
HF;t+1 � d�HF;t) (53)
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The left hand side of the above equation denotes the current account, which is the
addition of net trade and interest on income and the right hand side represents the
capital account. In a two country setup, the net supply of foreign asset clears

dFH;t = �Qtd�HF;t (54)

and hence the current account, from the home country perspective, is determined
by foreign assets variations

CAt = dFH;t+1 � dFH;t�1 (55)

3.6 Openness to trade

In this section, we link the two countries�preferences for the H and the F goods to
size of countries and openness to trade. Total consumption in the home and foreign
countries is de�ned as a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) aggregate of home
and foreign produced goods for the home and foreign countries respectively Xt =h

1
� (XH;t)

��1
� + (1� )

1
� (XF;t)

��1
�

i �
��1
andX�

t =
h
�

1
� (X�

H;t)
��1
� + (1� �)

1
� (X�

F;t)
��1
�

i �
��1
.

Following De Paoli (2009) and later use by Gamber and Thoenissen (2013) for in-

stance, the parameter determining home consumers�preferences for foreign goods,
(1�), is assumed to be a function of the relative size of the foreign economy, 1�n,
and of the degree of openness, �, more speci�cally, 1 �  = (1 � n)�. Similarly,
foreign consumers�preferences for home goods depend on the relative size of the
home economy and the degree of openness, � = n�. Note that, for � < 1, the
speci�cation of  and � generates a home bias in consumption.

In the limit, when n approaches zero the share of home-produced goods in foreign
consumption tends to zero, � = 0, and the foreign economy behaves just like a
closed economy. In the home economy, the share of home-produced goods in total
consumption, , becomes a function of the degree of openness of the home economy,
 = 1� �.

Also note that in linearized form, the terms of trade Tt =
PF;t
PH;t

and the real exchange

rate Qt =
STP

�
C;t

PC;t
are related by the degree of openness Q̂t = (1� �)T̂t.
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3.7 Aggregate Shock and Bank Productivity Shock in the

World Economy

The following loglinearized equations for goods sector productivity and banking
sector productivity for the home country are posited in this section, with symmetric
equations holding in the foreign country. Each economy is bu¤eted by two sources
of shocks, namely the aggregate shock from the goods sector and the shock from the
banking sector. We do not allow for a cross correlation between these two types of
shocks for simplicity.

The variable AG;t and AF;t denote the goods and bank total factor productivity
processes respectively in the home country. The equations summarizing the log-
linearized stochastic processes are given by:

lnAG;t = (1� �g) lnAG + �g lnAG;t�1 + "g;t (56)

lnAF;t = (1� �f ) lnAF + �f lnAF;t�1 + "f;t + �fg"g;t (57)

where (�g; �f ) 2(-1, 1) measures the persistence of these processes and ("gt; "ft)
are i.i.d. white noise process with a zero mean and a unit variance. We allow for
cross correlation of shocks such that a goods productivity shock also a¤ects banking
productivity, the idea here is that the banks have idiosyncratic risk that they can
insure against, but they are not so able to insure when there is correlation of the
bank productivity shock with the goods sector productivity shock. As the de�nitions
of systemic risk seem to be about the aggregate productivity shock, this correlation
will hopefully allow us to capture the aggregate risk impact on the economy of major
recessions such as the recent �nancial crisis.

4 Results and implications

There are two shocks driving our model, the goods total factor productivity shock
and banking sectors�productivity shocks. We also discuss the case of a cross correla-
tion of shocks such that a goods productivity shock also a¤ects banking productivity
as would be true during a crisis. This section provides the calibrated values of this
model and then employs impulse responses to analyze how �rstly, we can gauge
the impact of a goods total factor productivity shock on the model, secondly, the
model�s implication when there is a banking sector productivity shock and thirdly,
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analysing the impact on the economy when the shocks are cross correlated.

4.1 Calibration

Table 3 summarizes our parameter choice and provides a brief rationale, most of
the parameter values match those commonly employed in other studies and are
closely related to key characteristics of the U.S. economy. A period in the model
corresponds to one quarter. The size of the domestic economy is set to n = 0:37,
which corresponds to the weight of the U.S. economy in the OECD. Calculations
are based on OECD Economic Outlook data: GDP is measured in year 2000 USD
(PPP). Througout the unit of time is taken to be one quarter. The discount factor
for both households is set to 0:99, implying an annual interest rate on deposits held
with the banks of 4% in both countries. We set the openness parameter, � = 0:25,
to match the average import share of consumption and investment goods in the US
for instance. We have also varied it to some of the values used in the literature, for
instance, Corsetti et al. (2010) use a value of 0:15 but the results are qualitatively
the same. The intratemporal elasticity of substitution between home and foreign-
produced intermediate goods is set to � = 1:5, close to Benigno and Thoenissen
(2006) value. In the production function, the elasticity of output to capital, is set to
0:34 while the depreciation rate is set to 0:025 implying an annualized depreciation
rate of 10%. The elasticity of substitution � for consumption is set to 1 implying that
consumption in the utility function is logarithmic. The disutility to labour supply is
set at 1:5. We calculate the share of deposits in loan production using Gillman and
Kejak (2011) and set it to 0:9. They calibrate the share parameter using �nancial
industry data. The parameter de�ning the portfolio adjustment cost �B is set to
0:01. We set �fg = 0:5, assuming that the banking productivity shock responds to
goods total factor productivity shock where we follow Smets andWouters (2007) and
Liu et al. (2011) for instance who assume similar behaviour in terms of government
spending shock reacting to productivity shocks. We use the posterior mean value for
this parameter that these two papers have though they assume a much larger prior
distribution and a mean posterior value somewhat higher than the one we choose.6

We would also like to emphasize at this point that our study focus more on the
implicaitons of the model via impulse response functions rather than estimation.
The baseline calibration parameters for both countries are given in Table 3.

.
6Our results do not change qualitatively assuming di¤erent values for �fg.
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Parameters Description Country H Country F (if di¤erent)
Preferences
� Relative risk-aversion parameter 1
� Leisure weight 1:5
� Discount factor 0:99
Goods production
 Share of capital in output 0:34
�k Depreciation rate of goods sector 0:025
�g Persistence of goods TFP 0:95
Banking sector
� Labour share in loan production 0:1
�f Persistence of bank TFP 0:95
Open economy
� CES btw home and foreign goods 1:5
� Openness 0:25
n Population parameter 0:37 0:63
�B Country premium 0:01
Cross correlation
�fg Goods and bank TFP corr 0:5

Note: Baseline calibrated parameters.

Table 3: Baseline Calibrated Parameters

4.2 Transmission mechanism of goods total factor produc-

tivity shock

To gain intuition about the model�s transmission mechanisms, we analyze impulse
responses of selected variables following a goods total factor productivity shock.
The productivity process assume persistence of 0:95. Figure 4 shows the impulse
responses to a one percent shock to the goods productivity process (AG;t).

.

When there is an increase in goods productivity, AG;t, the results above show there
is an increase in investment following the surge in marginal product of capital. This
increases the loan requirement and hence capital stock, so that output and consump-
tion also rise. There is signi�cant positive spillover e¤ects on the foreign country�s
output though foreign consumption falls and foreign investment increases. This can
be attributed to the surge in interest rates that makes foreign consumption expensive
together with a real exchange rate appreciation that makes foreign goods expensive.
The terms of trade and real exchange rate depreciate since the higher productivity
causes a fall in marginal cost and hence in domestic price. The current account
(net foreign asset) registers a surplus following a goods total factor productivity
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Figure 4: Impulse responses to a one-standard-deviation shock to the good�s pro-
ductivity process
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increase since output increase is bigger than domestic absorption. The credit spread
increases re�ecting the higher return to capital. Likewise, during a downturn, this
will result in a fall in the credit spread.

4.3 Transmission mechanism of a bank productivity shock

We analyze impulse responses of selected variables following a bank total factor
productivity shock. The productivity process assume persistence of 0:95. Figure 5
shows the impulse responses to a positive one percent shock to the bank productivity
process (AF;t). The idea is that the interest rate spread that captures the cost of
banking increases signi�cantly if there is a fall in bank�s productivity as shown in the
�gure below (note that the �gure shows the responses for a positive banking sector
shock) and hence the loan rate increases. Hence capital stock shifts out (back) both
supply and demand, as output rises (fall). The shift in demand and supply occurs
because the capital stock rises (falls). The increase in capital results because the
interest rate spread that captures the cost of banking falls signi�cantly as shown in
the �gure and hence the loan rate falls (increases). In a banking crisis situation, this
spread signi�cantly increases and hence loan rate, thus causing capital to fall and
hence output, consumption and investment. The banking crisis model of reduced
bank productivity therefore o¤ers a way to endogenously generate a crisis type drop
in capital and employment without the need to impose �xed prices of labour or
capital. All other variables behave pretty much as in the case of a goods total factor
productivity shock except that the current account (net foreign asset) registers a
de�cit in line with the facts discussed in the empirical section. This is due mainly
to higher domestic absorption caused by the surge for higher investment need.

.

4.4 Transmission mechanism of a cross correlated bank pro-

ductivity shock with goods total factor productivity

The banking productivity shock responds to the goods technology shock as would
be consistent during large bank crises (the 1930s depression and the 2007-2009 re-
cession). These are situtations whereby aggregate risk would a¤ect the banking
sector as well. The �gure below shows that a cross correlation of goods and banking
sector�s shocks has the ability to explain the countercyclical movements of credit
spreads during major recession and �nancial crisis. That would trigger the wage
rate and the capital stock also to fall signi�cantly, as do consumption, investment
and output. Such pervasive changes across the economy are consistent with major
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Figure 6: Impulse response function to a cross correlated shock

recessions accompanied with bank crises.

.

5 Concluding remarks

This paper analyzes the international transmission of both goods and �nancial
shocks across countries. The main motivation behind the analysis is due to the
fact that the synchronized drop in output following the recent �nancial crisis was
greater in countries with greater �nancial ties as evidence shows and importantly
there was a major increase in the credit spread during the recent crisis. This paper
thus develops a two-country decentralized framework whereby there is a bank in
each country that intermediates between the savings of consumers and the loans
to �rms. The �nancial intermediary is modelled using the production approach to
�nancial intermediation whereby the bank combines factor inputs such as labor and
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importantly deposits to produce loans. It turns out that in this model, the bank-
ing costs as represented by labor and banking sector�s productivity decline induces
the interest rate spread. To allow important international �nancial linkages, we let
banks across countries to be able to collect both local and international deposits.
We then investigate the impact following a goods total factor productivity shock, a
banking sector�s productivity shock and a cross correlated shock. As is consistent in
the literature, a negative productivity shock causes the credit spread to signi�cantly
increase, thus causing capital to fall together with output, consumption and invest-
ment. This we show with a cross correlated shock of the bank with the goods total
factor productivity process. The transmission channel we highlight is potentially
important, i.e., when banks engage in cross border deposit or loan requirments. We
also emphasize that this is not the only channel through which �nancial shocks can
propagate across economies. The literature has highlighted a number of alternative
mechanisms, from completely globalized banking through to equalization of bank-
ing spreads through arbitrage of risky assets. We plan to investigate these in future
research.
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